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in the skilful music classical is mixed with contemporary sound 
phenomena such as popular music and jazz.

TIMO-JUHANI KYLLÖNEN
tango solo (2010) dur: 54’
libretto: Maritza núñez (spa)
1 sol, fl/acc/pf/string quartet
tango solo is a monologue opera, a song to love 

and dreams. the events are set in night-time Buenos aires. nicole 
(soprano) awaits the arrival of a comet and hovers on the borders 
of madness, death and life. the opera is simultaneously dreamy, 
sensual, passionate and realistic. kyllönen’s music carries tango and 
milonga references, and the accordion gives the opera a feeling of 
argentina.

JYRKI LINJAMA
die Geburt des täufers (2010) dur: 85’
libretto: jyrki linjama, Matti kontio, jussi  
tapola (Ger)
4 sol, 0000-1000-01-str

this church opera is about the birth of john the Baptist and places 
texts from the Bible, the Gospel according to luke and the song of 
songs in touch with the present day. linjama works with musical-
historical layers and uses them to construct an impressive, moving 
drama. the well-crafted music truly speaks to the listener, rises in 
places to lofty heights and culminates in the Magnificat. 

VELI-MATTI PUUMALA 
anna liisa (2006) dur: 145’
20 sol, 2121-2220-02-pf-str 
libretto: Puumala, tiina käkelä-Puumala (Fin) 
a powerful, timeless work with a message 

and hailed by the critics as a great new Finnish opera. the libretto 
is based on the classic play of the same name by Minna canth and 
addresses the themes of the status of a young woman with a se-
cret, and liberation in a rural community. Folkloristic music plays 
an important part in it and there are often some beautiful ballad-
like episodes.

SVEN-DAVID SANDSTRÖM
Föreställningen/the Performance 
(2013) dur: 60’
libretto: katarina Frostenson (sw)
3 sol, cl-perc-pf-string quartet

three women find themselves at the mental hospital la salpêtriére 
in Paris in the late 19th century, waiting for their turn to expose their 
states of mind before the world-renowned dr. charcot and an audi-
ence of celebrities. one can sense the women´s apprehension and 
anxiety in the music´s rapid fluctuations between the deeply painful 
and the joyful lovely melodies. an ingenious feature are the deep 
Balinese gongs that accentuate the darkness in the story. 

TAPIO TUOMELA
äidit ja tyttäret/Mothers and daughters 
(1999) dur: 100’
libretto: Paavo haavikko (Fin)
10 sol, 2221-2111-20-pf-str

the focus in this opera inspired by the kalevala is on strong, arche-
typical women and the don juan-like character of lemminkäinen. the 
writing for the orchestra is colourful, and the vocally-rewarding music 
allows room for both bel canto and more speech-like techniques. the 
women’s singing tradition rooted in folk music also has a place in the 
work, in the form of a trio of women who comment on the events.

CARL UNANDER SCHARIN 
hummelhonung/sweetness (2001) 
dur: 135´ 
libretto: Magnus carlbring after a novel by  
torgny lindgren (sw)

7 sol, 1111-1110-01-0-synth-str (11111)
a burlesque thriller in two acts about brotherhood, madness, hate 
and death. two elderly terminally ill brothers in a remote country 
district hate each other with a passion. the only thing keeping them 
alive is the will to survive the other. the music is very well balanced, 
suggestive and minimalist.

KALEVI AHO
Frida y diego - Fresco operistico (2013) 
dur: 148’
libretto: Maritza núñez (spa)
9 sol, 1121-1111-02- hp.theremin-str-mixed choir

the opera picks out dramatic twists in the lives of Frida kahlo and 
diego rivera, and of lev trotsky, exiled in Mexico. Frida’s alter ego 
is also present. aho’s music shines and glows in sumptuous latino  
colours. the 29-piece orchestra includes such instruments as a Mexi-
can folk harp and a theremin. the mood varies from dreamy to wildly 
carnivalistic, and there is also some sharp political parody. 

SVEN-ERIK BÄCK 
tranfjädrarna/the twilight crane/ 
die kranichfedern (1957) dur: 55’ 
libretto: Bertil Malmberg after a play by junji 
kinoshita (sw/eng/Ger)

4 sol, 1001-1000-11-0-cel-str (00321)- mixed choir
opera in five tableaux based on a japanese tale about the conse-
quences of greed. the farmer yohio saves the life of a crane, who in 
gratitude returns to him in the form of a woman, tsu. From crane 
feathers she weaves the most beautiful textiles, but her husband 
must never see her weaving. the suggestive plot is told by very 
simple means: the song melody lies very close to the spoken word, 
and the transparent orchestral texture has a japanese touch. 

DANIEL BÖRTZ 
svall /surge (2003) dur: 100’
libretto: claes Fellbom (sw)
8 sol, 2221-2210-11-pf-str-mixed chorus á 8
surge is a two-act tragedy based on real 

events, two widely publicized honor killings that took place in 
sweden in the beginning of the 2000s. the vocal parts ranges from 
the most beautiful lyrical song to purely spoken words. the music 
is rich in nuances and underlines and deepens, in abrupt changes, 
moods and emotions. a small chorus comments on the course of 
events, and the baritone saxophone plays an important role as the 
mouthpiece of brutality. 

KIMMO HAKOLA
Marsin mestarilaulajat/die Meister-
singer vom Mars (2000) dur: 70’
libretto: Matti hagelberg, karla loppi (Fin/Ger)
4 sol, fl-cl-vl-vc or chamber orchestra & cd 

this is a “comics opera”. hakola has translated hagelberg’s cartoons 
into a humoristic work which is absurd, surrealistic and one of the 
most delightful contemporary operas. the music wildly blends ingre-
dients in a post-modern spirit and presents some astonishing combi-
nations, such as minimalism and Baroque. Piia and anu komsi in the 
leading roles made the premiere in 2000 an absolute riot.

FREDRIK HÖGBERG/ 
NICOLAI DUNGER 
stilla min eld/appease My Fire (2016) 
dur: 120’
libretto: kerstin Gezelius/alexander onofri (sw/

english translation is under way)
5 sol, fl-cl-pf- perc-string trio
the plot is set in a luxurios flat in central london. hans k. rausing, 
heir to the tetraPak conglomerate, locks himself in with his dead wife 
eva for two months. the two had vowed eternal love to one another, 
not even death could separate them. a poignant and deeply tragic 
story about love and drug abuse, based on true events. the music is 
kept close to the feelings described in the text. it is very direct and 
melodious with a dark, melancholy tone. 

OLLI KORTEKANGAS
yhden yön juttu/one night stand 
(2011) dur: 120’
libretto: Michael Baran (Fin)
18 sol, 1121-2110-02-hp- pf(+synth)-el.guit-str-

mixed choir
this modern opera is a detective and love story hybrid. the main 
role is sung by either a soprano or, in the alternate cast, a tenor 
– hence the love is between either two women or a man and a 
woman. there was a new approach to processing the opera in 
real-time interactiveness in workshops at the sibelius academy. 

chamber operasrEPErToIrE TIPS r E V I E W S
Klami’s mighty vision
Psalmus is one of the great works in Finnish music, 
and unfolded in all its might at the Helsinki Music 
centre. The listener could not but be convinced by 
the composer’s originality and his vision of primitiv-
ism. The passionate grasp of Hannu Lintu made the 
experience exciting, even slightly deranged. Klami 
truly did not skimp on powerful tones in his handling 
of the orchestra.
Helsingin Sanomat 15.1. 
Uuno Klami: Psalmus
Finnish rso/hannu lintu, helsinki Music centre choir, sol. tommi 
hakala, helena juntunen, 13.1.2017 helsinki, Finland

Dramatic intensity
Above all the listener is impressed 
by the sheer expressiveness of 
the solo part… There are 
great, expansive melodies
… The music is emotionally 
charged and sombre 
throughout.
Hufvudstadsbladet 3.12. 
Kalevi Aho: Violin 
Concerto No. 2
World premiere: kymi 
sinfonietta/eugene 
tzigane, sol. 
elina Vähälä, 
1.12.2016 kotka, 
Finland

Elina Vähälä

An absolute success for Kalevi Aho
Aho is a clever orchestrator who knows how to se-
duce his audience, and nothing is lost of the electric 
atmosphere when, after the opening solo, the huge 
orchestra comes rolling in with mighty harmony. The 
primitivism and musicianly joy go down so well with 
the audience.
Hufvudstadsbladet 19.11. 

Kalevi Aho: Sieidi – Concerto for Percussion  
and Orchestra 
Finnish rso/Gustavo Gimeno, sol. Martin Grubinger, 16.11.2016 
helsinki, Finland

One of the most imaginative  
composers 
Aho has created a vivid 15-minute orchestral piece 
with constantly evolving colors and intricate, surpris-
ing rhythms – both being Aho trademarks… Aho 
remains, at 67, one of the most imaginative and 
accomplished composers of our time.
Star Tribune 15.1.
Kalevi Aho: Gejia
Minnesota orchestra/osmo Vänskä, 13.1.2017 Minneapolis, usa

Martin Grubinger
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